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FUJElRA - The true story

John Vassallo

(Ed: It has taken me a while to get John to write about Fujeira, but 1 hope you will find this story fascinating.
There is more to some of the 'sand dune' countries than just the jam labels of our youth as this story shows.)

Be. = Beirut
I. = ISRAEL (Palestine until 1948)
L. = LEBANON
P. = Palestinian Autonomous Regions
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Introduction:

Fujeira, the only Trucial State not touching the Persian
Gulf, was considered part of Oman. In 1952, the British
Government accepted Fujeira as an autonomous State and
it signed the same treaties with Britain as the other Trucial
States - including the Exclusive Agreement allowing Britain
to conduct all their foreign relations.

This is the story of the Postal System in Fujeira until its
integration into the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in 1972.
On the 1st of April 1973, all Fujeira stamps lost their postal
validity and were replaced by the stamps of the UAE.

Fig 1. The Middle East. In Fig. 2 - 3 The United Arab
Emirates is expandedfurther. (Maps courtesy of Michel &
Minkus catalogues)

Where is Fujeira?

Fig.I-3 detail the location of Fujeira in relation to the Middle
East and to other Emirates. Fujeira consists of two areas on
the Gulf of Oman with Khor Fakkan (which used to be a
Sharjah Dependancy - but now the cancellation under UAE
states 'Khor Fakkan Fujeira'I) sandwiched in between, is
about 500 square miles and population in the sixties (when
they started producing stamps) was only about 15,000. There
was only one boys' and one girls' school and therefore letter-
writers are certain not to be many!

Before the Fujeira Post Office

Before the first Post Office was opened in Fujeira, the locals
used a courier called Saeed Mohammed Tanaji to take letters
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to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and collect mail on his way back to Fujeira. Secondly, there was also a store named
Abdul Rasak Grocery. They would accept mails from locals and take it to Dubai to be sent out and they would
also collect any mails for locals from the Dubai Post Office. This information was obtained from locals and
unfortunately, there are no letters to date known from this period to confirm these activities.

To announce the issue of their first stamps, covers were sent out in August 1964 franked with the value-only
overprinted stamps of the 'British Postal Agencies in Eastern Arabia' and cancelled with the large hexagonal
Fujeira Postmark (see Fig. 8). It is said that this was quite improper since these stamps were never supplied to
Fujiera nor was there ever a British Postal Agency there. It is W011hnoting that at this time, the Fujeira 'Postal
Service' consisted of nothing more than a rented PO Box in the Dubai Post Office!

The Trucial States Issue

In 1960, the Trucial States agreed to
produce a stamp issue (see Fig. 4)
that would be used by all Sheikdoms.
Unfortunately, when the designs
were ready for printing, the smaller
states were not happy that their
country was represented by a smaller
palm tree than the bigger states. As
a result, the issue was produced and Fig. 4 The design of the stamps causing the problem.
only used in Dubai. The other States
continue using the 'British Postal Agencies in Eastern Arabia' stamps.

The set was issued on 7 January 1961. It comprised of seven values with this design and four higher values
depicting the 'Dhow'. The lower values were printed by Harrison by Photogravure and the Dhows were recess
printed by De La Rue.

The Baroody Essays

In 1963, each of the Trucial States was planning to issue
stamps of their own. The Ruler ofFujeira signed agreements
with the Baroody Stamp Co of Beirut (Lebanon) by which
the company would open a small post office and pay the
Ruler a moderate sum for the concession of printing and
marketing their stamps. This was announced in the report
issued every month by the Political Agent for England
- Refer to Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Page 212 of the Political Diaries of the
Arab Worldfor September 1963, announcing the
agreement by the Ruler of Fujeira (and U111111 AI
Qiwain) with Baroody Stamp Co.

Essays were made for Fujeira (see Fig. 6)(and also Ajman
and Umm Al Qiwain) by the Baroody Stamp Company.
These essays were designed by M.M. Arthur and produced
by NCR Litho at the same time as the first issue of
Dubai (similar design). Stamps are known perforated 12
x 11Y2 or imperforate; on both gummed or un-gummed
unwatermarked paper. These stamps were printed in sheets
containing stamps of one value for the 3 Sheikdoms, all in
1 sheet, each State's stamps repeated in vertical columns.
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212 Political Diaries of the Arab World

- RES'j'RIC'fED-

The Political Aaent and Hl"S. Cr,dn re t.u rued from
leave in the United Kingdom on September 16.

2. Sayy1d .ttli Buat.an L, U.B.e., Al'.::ob Ae s r e t auu also
returned from leave.

l2!!P_oj,

3. Shc.1kh Rashid bill Sal id , Ruler or Duba.l , ui-r Lved
back from his journey to Bur-ope end America on September 10.

Shal';iJ!!)

l~. Shaikh Saqr bin BuLt an., Ruler of Sh;:\rjc.h, returned
I'r-om his t.r-evc Ls on sep teaue r- ;6 in c. specially chartered
plane with the Poli i..ical Agent. At the end or the mont.li
he Vias in residence at Kalba.

~Ji.ha1.m:ill

5. Shaikh Sact,r bin Hohammed , Ruler of Ras 8.1 Kha i.mah ,
r-e tur-ncd to the Tl'ucial States on September 30.

R~ta" ft.ft'a.~r.

G. The Rulers of Fujairah and Umm al QaiwBin have s Lgned
agreements r/i th the Baroody S tamp Co. of Beirut _by whi ch the
company will open smell post of'fices in their s t a te s and pay
the Rulers a moderate sum for the concession of printing and
marketing their stamps. The Ruler of Ajman is expe ct ed to
conclude a parallel ug cecmcnt shortly.

Vis1to'l"E!:

7.. vt e.tt.cr-e during the month included lir. Forrest of
Cable & Wireless Ltd., Mr. Evans of Spinney. (1948) Ltd.,
Ur. McKinley of' Contincntnl 011 Company , lfr .. Aftab Ahmed
Khan, Firot Secretary of the Pakistan Embassy in Baghdad
and IIr. H.C.N.M. Oulton from the DOM. Aeency.

September 30, 1963,

c.~''V~../e .. , '~7
(A. ;;. is. Craig)
Poll tical Agent.
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Fig. 6 The Baroody essays for Fujeira: showing the
leopard, falcon standing on a branch, the grouse and
another design of the falcon on the ground.

Fig. 7 Only these 4 values were produced
with this 'Fujairah ' overprint.

"Fujairah" Overprint

In the meantime, Mr Finbar Kenny from New York,
USA, wanted to produce stamps immediately to recover
the costs of buying the contract off Baroody Company.
So he produced these overprints (see Fig. 7) on existing
stamps that he had available. Unfortunately, the British
Postal Administration rejected the design and they were
not accepted for use.

The First Set

The first official set of Fujeira was issued on 22 September 1964 and consisted of 12 values. Each value had the
portrait of Sheikh Mohamed bin Hamad al Sharji, the then ruler ofFujeira on the left. It was printed by 'Heraclio
Fournier' of Vitoria in Spain. Stamps were produced by photogravure in three sizes. Close to 500,000 each of
the lower values were produced, but only 10,000 of the top values. Fig. 8 shows a cover with two of the first
issue stamps.

From the first issue, a tradition started whereby EVERY stamp (except one miniature sheet) was produced both
perforated and imperforate. The imperforate edition was always in limited supply and could ONLY be purchased

if a number of perforated sets were
also bought. The documentation
says that the imperforates were
used for presentation purposes
(whatever that means!!). As a
result, these imperforate versions
are much more difficult to obtain.
It is believed that only 2,000
imperforate sets were produced for
this issue.,1'lc.roell :'.

??(\ i0hl.e
--Ji_1j"i t~,
"'')JIG/'/

~ FUJEIRA o~1

R

Another tradition was created
by providing Cancelled-to-order
stamps at a fraction of the face
value directly to dealers. These

Fig. 8 Cover with 'Value only' stamps used in Fujeira, together with 2 stampsfrom thefirst issue within a
month of the official post office opening in Fujeira itself. Although philatelic, this is the only cover known to
exist with both 'British Postal Agencies in Eastern Arabia' stamps (incorrect usage as explained above) and
Fujeira stamps.
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Fig. 9. The top 3 values
depicting the falcon: the
normal issue, the airmail
issue and the official issue in
impelf.

were mainly the perforated
stamps. These cancelled-to-
order stamps are still available
ill large quantities and of not
much philatelic value. On the
other hand, used stamps on
covers are greatly sought after
and not easily come by!

On 14thNovember 1964,6 additional values were produced in the same format.

On 16 August 1965, another set of9 stamps was produced using virtually the same designs except that Fujeira
and the value are transposed and additionally inscribed' AIR MAIL'. These were also produced by Foumier.

In October 1965, a new set of 9 was produced, similar in design but with Fujeira and denomination transposed
and additionally inscribed 'ON STATE'S SERVICE'.

Fig. 9 depicts the high value stamp imperforate from each of the above three issues, while Fig. 10 - 12 show

••,,,,,,
• ,.".." ~ ~ -.II1II' -.II1II' .IIrAIr AFL

~~
BY AIR MAIL

PAR. AVION

.~I"'~
-'!fo.' '""~<:.

FUJEIRA POST OFFICE
FUJEIRA - Arabian Gulf.

Hr. Vehlet
9 Auf' Oem Berlich
5 lfO_h RHeiH

·G-e:rm~

Fig. 10 Letter to Germany dated September
1965 using the standard letter rate to Europe
at that time of 25 n.p.

Top right: Fig. 11 Letter to England dated
October 1967. By now the standard letter

rate to Europe had increased to 30 n.p.

Fig. J 2 Letter dated
January 1966 using official
stamps. The standard letter

rate to USA was 50 n.p.
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I~:'~I

OFFICE ;":';'L . ./
• Cn"_ \.",7'.,. ...., ...,...,...,....,..., ....,-- ....
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I

~~~~
BY AIR MAIL

PAR AV1CN

~~~
FUjElRA POST OFFICE
FU.JEIRA - Arabian Gulf.
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HURRY UP-ONLY 10,000' SETS!
The post has just brought me a most exciting document,

and I feel that it would be very selfish if I did not hasten to
share the good news with you. Fujairah Post Office" Press
and Broadcast Notice" dated July 21st, 1965,.announces the
issue on August 16th of the First Airmail Series-a multi-
coloured nine denomination series with a total face value of
R.l3 (=19s.6d.). . .

The notice gives details of the six-colour photogravure
stamps-the six lowest values measuring 46.5 x 30mm. and
the three highest measuring 37.5 x 57mm. Now this' is real
value for money=just think of it, 7249.5 square millirnetres
of glorious technicolour, and at face value, too! Hurry up
-there are only 10,000 sets, and you don't want to miss
these stamps.

But WAIT! "Fujairah Post Office "-is there one?
"Press and Broadcast Notice "-no press or radio in
Fujairah! "FIRST Airmail Series "-that's it; there is no
airport in Fujairah, and they want one; so you are to be .
allowed to-make the first contribution of £10,000 towards
its cost. Further airmail stamps will, no doubt, keep the
Exchequer refreshed when you have got this lot safely in
your collections.

Come to think of it, perhaps there isn't really all that need
for haste; none of these stamps will ever be needed for
postage, and there can't possibly be 10,000 fools ready to be
parted from their money. Or are there? . . .

However, don't be disheartened, the Fujairah Post Office
also announces that other stamps are available-all at face
value (but note that remittances must be made" in fully
convertible funds "),
. For instance, there are the Kennedy Memorial stamps for
only 18s.5d. with a miniature sheet at the bargain price of
12s.; but" Mail orderers should not ask for more than one
souvenir sheet for every two regular series ordered."; Then
there' is the Olympic Games set for 32s.3d., and remember
that ".t.omake the Specialseries morememorable a quantity
of; eac1i·~;'denomirultion::was··"left'ifuperfoIited'" F-Don't
forget the 18 definitives-they will only set you back 37s.6d~,
and you must get rid of your money-somehow .. '

• * *. *
. P.S.-To the post.Office, of Fujairab, Fujairah, Arabian
.Gulf (via Bahrahi)L"::'" ... '-''. :.... - .'. ,...- . , .
f: You really a~e.lettfugyour ~gm~ti~~run a~y with YQ~
.when. you say that' the definitive staIDPSwere .~placed on
sale in the Post Offices .0... to replace the overprinted' Great
Britain Stamps usedin this territor), previously "; G;B~over-
printed stamps were never sold ina Post Office that did not
exist. Also, youkno\vi\~~(viaBaprainr: gives.the game away!
., A small point; but may Isuggest that, in your next U Press
and Broadcast Notice" you spell "Office" correctly in the
Arabic-it will look better; particularly when you, consider
that, by the omission of the Arabic letter" t ", the expression·
" Post Office " can be misread as " Postal Rubbish Dump ",
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Fig. 13 Copy of 'Late News'
from page 825 of the 13
August 1965 issue of 'Stamp
Collecting 'magazine.

usage of stamps from the normal,
airmail and official sets.

Footnote: Please note Fig. 13 - a
'tongue in cheek' commentary by
NOMAD in the 13 August 1965
issue of Stamp Collecting, Obviously
stamps from Fujeira achieved
notoriety from the start! Imagine the
sentiments when up to 10 sets were
being produced per month (about 100
stamps) during 1971 and 1972! And
if that is not enough, each of these
stamps was available 'in limited
supplies' in imperforate format!

I am greatly indebted to Mr Khalid
a. Al Omaira of Abu Dhabi who
has been of great help in obtaining
the 'local information' used in this
article.

Maps courtesy of Michel & Minkus
Catalogues
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FUJEIRA - The true story
Chapter 2: 1964 - 1966

John Vassallo

(continued from the September 2008 issue
Volume 26 No.4)

Introduction:

Chapter 1 addressed the beginning of the
Fujeira Post Office and the issue of the first
definitive set issued in September/November
1964, the Airmail definitives in August 1965
and the Officials in October/N ovember 1965.
This chapter looks at the other issues between
December 1964 and 1966. It deals with three
major areas. The first is the issue of Miniature
Sheets with virtually every set; the second is
the beginning of the Gold/Silver foil stamps
'for demonstration purposes' and the third is
the way the Fujeira Post Office handled the
Change in Currency in 1966.

First Commemorative Issue
Tokyo Summer Olympics

This first issue was a set of nine stamps
depicting various Olympic Sports in the same
design as the definitive issue (refer to
Chapter 1). This issue was available in both
perforate and imperforate formats. Figure 1
illustrates the top value of the set imperforate.

Fig 1 - The 7.50 R(upees) top value with
the portrait of Sheik Mohammed bin
Hamad al Sharji on the left, horse-riding on
the right.
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23rd February 1965
President JF Kennedy Commemoration

The only set produced in 1965 was a set of
ten stamps commemorating the life of
President John F Kennedy - the 35th

American President. The set was produced in
both perforate and imperforate formats as
with all other sets.

The two highest values were also produced
together in a miniature sheet. This miniature
sheet was also produced in both perforated
and imperforated formats.

This was the beginning of a trend where
miniature sheets were produced for the
majority of stamp issues of Fujeira, and in
some cases even two different miniature
sheets were produced! The quantity of
stamps in each set; the additional miniature
sheets and the production of these stamps in
both imperforate and perforate formats were
not very welcomed by collectors. But at this
stage, the number of new issues produced by
Fujeira was quite restrained.

Figure 2 illustrates the first miniature sheet
from Fujeira in imperforate format. Figure 3
is a letter sent in Jun 1965 to USA with the
correct franking of a 50 n.p. Kennedy stamp.
Unfortunately, the cancel is very light and
does not print clearly. Figure 4 is a philatelic
cover with the low values of the Kennedy Set.
This is a letter sent out privately through the
mail with an arrival backstamp in Dumont,
New Jersey dated 12 Jun 1965 but no 'Fujeira
Post Office' etc markings that are present on
virtually all other Fujeira covers!

27th January 1966
Cairo International Stamp Exhibition
celebrating centenary of Egypt Stamps

A nine-value stamp set was produced for this
event. The higher two values were also
produced in a miniature sheet. Again both
stamps and miniature sheet were produced in
perforate and imperforate formats. The
miniature sheet (imperforate) is produced in
Figure 5.
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Fig 2 - Kennedy
Miniature Sheet -
first MIS sheet for
Fujeira containing
the top two values
III the set
imperforate.

~~
BY AIR MAIL

PAR AVION

..I.!~I~

FUJEIRA POST OFFICE
FU..JEIRA - Arabian Gulf.

c••R!lEff
'-"""-- \ /

REAsm~ CHEC:<f.I> . /
~i1t .u:Jress .,..-,.u\C".
__ web O:.'ltr.! ir ~.~ .•••..••.......•

Fig 3 - Letter dated June 1965 to USA properly franked with the Kennedy 50np stamp -
returned to sender!
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{ L. srJ/I/'---;( Z;.
:i 7 j' Z,,,l' ~ /J.r..

j;VF"1 CNT, Aid
i/.j II

Fig 4 - A privately mailed letter to USA with the six low values of the set. The arrival
datestamp on the back confirms it went through the mail system.

~~ •.
d ~.1 =:=><.0 II
FU..JEIRA

Fig 5 - The miniature sheet for the Cairo Centenary Stamp Exhibition set

Volume 27, No.3 19



28th February 1966
Winston Churchill Commemoration

An eight-value stamp set was produced to
commemorate Churchill. The higher two
values were produced in a miniature sheet and
both stamps and miniature sheet were
produced III perforate and imperforate
formats.

Fig 6 - Miniature sheet for the Space
research set

Fit! 7 - The first zold stamn issues (77%)

Capital Philately

30th May 1966
Space Research

Another eight-value stamp set was produced.
The standard miniature sheet was also
produced and all were available in perforate
and imperforate formats. Figure 6 illustrates
the miniature sheet imperforate.

No other new issues were produced until
the new definitives were issued beginning
April 1967 with the new currency.

The First Gold Foil Stamps

For the Kennedy, Churchill and Space sets, a
stamp from each set was also produced in
Gold Foil. The stamps are known either
perforated or imperforate. A deluxe miniature
sheet version of the imperforate stamp is also
known. Figure 7 illustrates the Kennedy 5R
deluxe miniature sheet; the 3R Churchill
perforated and the 10np Space Research
imperforate. For some reasons, Michel's
Gulf States Catalogue and the Minkus Trucial
States catalogue do not mention the Kennedy
and Churchill Gold stamps and only includes
the Space perforated gold (cat nos A77 and
77B respectively). Further they do not include
the imperforate and deluxe miniature sheet
formats.

It is not clear when these stamps were issued.
First Day Covers with either Churchill or

Volume 27, No.320



Fig 8 - The deluxe miniature sheet of the Churchill Gold Stamp cancelled on 24 April 1969 as
a First Day Cover

fiRST DAY DF ISSUE
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IN MEMORIAM ?, :.

5i&Jinston ghurrhm
I __ ~ ~.

A~ft E:><L,1874-196~~

A few of the later issues also had one stamp
produced in Gold and even in Silver
(including perforate; imperforate and in
deluxe blocks both perforated and
imperforate!). Fujeira also produced other
Gold/Silver stamps that were only issued in
that format and not part of a normally
produced set.

The Change in Currency

In July 1966, Fujeira (and the other Gulf
States) changed their currencies from 100
Naye Paise (n.p.) = 1 Rupee (R) to the new
currency 100 Dirhams (Dh) = 1 Riyal (R).
For an unknown reason, they decided to
overprint any remaining Kennedy stamps
(both perforated and imperforate) and
miniature sheets (in perforated and
imperforate) with the new values. All stamps
remained at the same value but the n.p. was
overprinted with Dh and the R overprinted
with the full word Riyals.

In 1967, ALL other remaining stamps issued
so far by Fujeira were also overprinted the
same way. All commemorative stamps
discussed above and also the definitive set,
Airmail set and the Official sets (discussed in
Chapter 1) were re-issued. The only

21

Kennedy gold stamp are dated 2411 April
1969 - way after the set was issued (refer Fig
8). I have never seen the Space Gold stamp
on cover, but the specialist space dealer
Espace Lollini gives the date as 30 May 1966,
which is the same as the original set.

It has been suggested that there may only be
500 stamps issued in this Gold format for
each type. It would be interesting to know
how many were sold! These Gold stamps
were NOT advertised by the Post Office in
the advertising brochure produced for the
release of the stamps. So how did customers
(and dealers) find out about these issues?
Could it be that they were only known to
Finbar Kenny who had the contract to issue
Fujeira Stamps? These issues are said to be
for 'Demonstration purposes'. What does this
mean?

Figure 9 illustrates the Kennedy perforate
gold stamp cancelled in Umm Al Qiwain. It
is an unaddressed First Day Cover and did
NOT go through the mail. Fujeira Stamps
were NOT valid in Umm Al Qiwain, of
course. How was this FDC produced? The
date is also 241h April 1969 the same as the
Fujeira FDC cancel.
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FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

.p

1iJi1 rntm~riffJ1Jb1J
JOHN F. KENNEDY
€:gg 1917-1963 Zl2)zy

as-« PRESIDENT OF THE
Ul':ITED STATES

:;;S".. :V-;", i'o-".lT YOUIi CQUk7f?-r CAli DO FOR \"OU-

»s« 1..--.A1 ~O:/eNV00 FOR YOUR COUh'T~Y .'.

Fig 9 - Kennedy Gold perforate stamp on unaddressed FDC showing date as 24th April
1969 but cancelled by Umm Al Qiwain in error.

exceptions were the gold foil stamps, which
may have or have not yet been produced!

supply and it is quite difficult, in comparison
to other Fujeira issues, to get these stamps,
especially the imperforate version.

Stamps produced by Fujeira (as with the other
Gulf States) were available cancelled to order
at a fraction of the original face value to
dealers. It does not appear that these 'new
value' overprinted stamps were available
cancelled to order. Most were in very short

In April and May 1967, a new definitive set
was issued with 27 values with the new
currency. But by now, the philatelic world
had seen enough and most of these overprints
are not listed in Gibbons or in Scott.

~

en \HIES L. •IDUPHY
122 EVERE'fT SX.
oumsr , HASS. 02170

U.S.A.

Fig 10 - A letter dated April 1967 to USA with 3 new-currency overprinted Stamps from the
Kennedy set; the Stamp Centenary set and the Space Exploration set. The total of 60 Dh
franking suggest that the airmail rate for a letter to USA had increased from 50 to 60 Dh.
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(Continued from Capital
Philately Vol 27 No 3 June
2009)

Introduction

Chapter 1 addressed the
beginning of Fujeira Post
Office and the issue of the
first definitive set issued
in September/November
1964, the airmail
definitives in Aug 1965
and the Officials in
OctINov 1965. The second
chapter looked at the
issues between December
1964 and 1966, including
the Change in Currency. It
also addressed the
introduction of the
production of miniature
sheets with virtually every
set and the gold/silver foil
stamps 'for
demonstration purposes' .

This chapter addresses the
issues from 1967 up to
March 1969 which
represented the end of the
original contract with
Finbar Kenny. Each stamp
and miniature sheet is
produced in both
perforated and imperforate
formats unless otherwise
stated.

FUJElRA - The true story
Chapter 3: 1967 - March 1969

John Vassallo
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The above illustrations cannot even suggest the brilliant colors of the finished sta~s!
- --

COMPLETENEWDEFINITIVESERIES First Dayof Issue: 11May1967

Nine higher denominations to complete one of the most colorful stamp issues
ever to be released will be placed on sale in the Post Office of FuJeira on 11May1967.
The nine stampscomplete the newdefinitive series of Fujeira in the newcurrency.

Eachof the stamps is produced in bri II iant six-color photogravure and shows
a beautiful butterfly against a brightly colored flower. all in full original colors.

The total face value of the nine beautiful multicolored stamps is 24 Riyals
10 dirham, which is equivalent to 35/6 Sterl lnq, or,U.S.A. $4.96.

First day covers wi II be suppl ied e+ 50 dirham each in addition to the face
value of 1he stamps. Or stampswill be affixed to your ownenvelopes without charge.

ADDITIONALDENOMINATIONSTO

1967
New Currency Definitive Issue - Butterflies

Fig 1 - -Advertising brochure (Reduced) for the 11th May additional
issue - states that these stamps are 'produced in brilliant six-colour
photogravure ... one of the most colourful stamp issues ever to be
released'!

31st May - 15 Dh; 25 Dh; 35 Dh; 50 Dh; 75 Dh;
lR; 2R; 3R & 5R 'Airmail issued'.

8th May - IDh; 2Dh; 3Dh; 4Dh; 5Dh; 10Dh;
15Dh; 20Dh & 30Dh 'Postage' issued.
11th May - 40Dh; 50Dh; 70Dh; 1R; 1.S0R; 2R;
3R; 5R & lOR 'Postage' issued.

20 Volume 28, No. 1&2
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, I
Fig la - Progressive plate proofs (Reduced) for the
5R denomination (Euchrysops Philbyi) with the
printer's signature. Cut out from the sheet corner
upper right

Volume 28, No. 1&2

Fairy Tales

17th July -10Dh; 15Dh; 30Dh; 75Dh; lR &
1.50R 'Postage' issue with scenes from Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves.
24th July - 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 1.25R & 2R
'Airmail' stamps with scenes from Aladdin and
the Magic Lamp.

Each stamp was also produced in miniature sheet
format - but overprinted Moon Landing/Apollo
11 either in Gold or Metallic Blue. Only 500 sets
were issued. These sheets are not known without
this overprint. This concept of producing the set
in miniature sheets was used quite extensively by
other 'Trucial States' - but not often by Fujeira.

EDWIN ALDRIN EDWIN ALDRIN

s::
n=;.-
tnr-
oo
r-
r-

ZenFUJEIRA "~I

APOLLO II APOLLO II

Fig 2 - Miniature sheets with overprints - one
in metallic blue and the second one in gold.

Paintings

9 Oct - 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 1.50R 'Postage'
stamps; 2R; 3R; & 5R 'Airmail' stamps.

Cats

2 Nov - 10Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; lR; 1.50R 'Postage'
stamps; 1.25R; 2.75R; & 3.50R 'Airmail' stamps.

1968
Winter Olympics

25 Jan: 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 1.50R; 2R & 3R
'Postage' stamps;

21
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';;)IUIlIt'~ Will Ut;: :;:'Upj-JII~U IV 111011 ot uer er s WI!:ifllng rnese on rv
in the ratio of one imperforate series to every four perfo-
rated series ordered.

The three airmai I values are: 1.50R, 2R and 3R and wi II
be issued in souvenir sheet form. The total face value is
6R 50dh, which is equivalent to 11/7 Sterl ing, or U.S.A.
$1.39. The souvenir sheet wil I be released both perforated
and imperforate.

First Day Covers wi II be suppl ied at 50 dirham each in
addition to the face value of the stamps, or stamps wil I be
affixed to your own envelopes without charge.

Post Office of Fujeira
FUjeira, Arabian Gulf

Fig 3 - 1968 Winter Olympics issue

Miniature sheets containing the 1.50R; 2R; &
3.R, but only as 'Airmail' stamps. According to
the publicity brochure, this souvenir sheet would

be available in both perforate and imperforate
versions, but I believe it is only available as
imperforate -refer to Figure 3.

~;.t~~~
AIR MAIL

WINTER
OLYMPICS
GRENOBLE
1968

R£GJ 57 t:.REO

J-':"'~I\I ~,~'-''"'., - .,\1. '; o..)~.AJr:'.~--fi=-\:

_~i 4....J-~>
..u."jl ~ .•-. .

FUJEIRA POST OFFICE
FUJEIRA - Arabian Gulf.

Fig 4 - Imperforate 1968 Olympics miniature sheet on cover
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Each stamp is also available as Delux miniature
sheet - refer to Figure 4, while the 25Dh is also
available in gold - refer to Figure 5.

Fig 5 - 1968 Olympics 25Dh value in gold

According to the publicity brochure the
Olympics souvenir sheet would be available as
both perforate and imperforate versions but I
believe it is only available as imperforate, It is
also interesting to note that this miniature sheet
was .also overprinted for the Summer Olympics
and IS only known imperforate as well. Michel
~ists this miniature sheet overprinted Sopporo ' 72
m both perforate and imperforate versions, but I
have never seen either!

~lso noteworthy was the restriction for buying
Iu:perforate s.tamps on this brochure - 'stamps
wIl.l be supplied ... in the ratio of 1 imperforate
senes to every 4 perforated series ordered. This
was the general rule with all Fujeira issues and as
a result, imperforate stamps are much more
difficult to obtain.

In Figure 4 -the d~lmlO nt>~n~c.i,.m;;",heel:; useo on
cover to US - it is interesting how there is no
mention of this format on the official publicity of
thic igguc. IIo"YVJid CUSLOmersKnOW that they are
available? Some literature indicates that only 500
sets were produced.

Capital Philately

In ~ig 5 - the. 25Dh s~amp produced in gold _
agam no mention of this format is made in the
publicity brochure for this issue. I suspect that
these gold issues were only produced after 1970
when the contract was terminated by the
Government and Finbar Kenny tried to benefit
from the legality of issues that had already been
produce~. A?y comments from anyone
confirmmg this or otherwise would be greatly
appreciated!

Paintings

5 Jun - 50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 2R & 3R 'Postage'
stamps; 1.50R; 2.50R; 3.50R; 4R & 5R 'Airmail'
stamps.

History of Seafaring

1 lul - 15 Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; & lR
'Postage' stamps; 2R; 3R; 4R & 5R 'Airmail'
stamps.

Summer Olympics - overprint '1968
OLYMPIC GAMES/MEXICO/October 12-27'

2 Sep - lR; 1.50R; 2R; 3R & 5R 'Postage'
stamps from the 1964 Olympics issue; and

- lR; 1.50R; 2R; & 3R 'Postage' stamps
from the 1968 Winter Olympics set.

- The miniature sheet from the 1968
Winter Olympics. This was also imperforate only
as per the original sheet.

The following errors are known:
• Overprint Inverted

Overprint reading October 12-
27/MEXICO/October 12-270ctober. (Fig 6)

• Overprint readme 1908 OLVMPIC
UAMES/MEXIC0l1968 OLYMPIC
GAMES (Fig 6)

• Overprint on unissued stamps from the
Winter Olympics set (Fig 7)

Fig 6 - A strip of 5 with the correct overprint on stamp 1, 3 & 5. Stamp 2 has Olympic Games both top and
bottom and stamp 4 has the date on both top and bottom.
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Fig 7 - The 3 lower values of the 1968 Winter Olympics set overprinted for the Mexico Summer
Olympics issue but not issued.

The 3 lower values of the 1968 Winter Olympics
set were overprinted for the Mexico Summer
Olympics issue but not issued. It has been
indicated to me that the overprint on these stamps
are 'in an inappropriate place on the athletes' and
therefore it was decided not to include them in
the set.

Prehistoric Animals

16 Sep - 15Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; & 1.50R
'Postage' stamps; 1R; 2_50R; 3R; 4R & 5R
'Airmail' stamps.

Robert F Kennedy - overprint 'In Memory
of/SENATORlROBERT F.!KENNEDY 1(1925-
1968)

16 Sep - 1R; 2R; 3R & 5R of the 1965 John F
Kennedy set.

Summer Olympics

1 Oct - 15 Dh; 25Dh; 35Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh & lR
'Postage' stamps; 1.50R 2R; 3R; & 5R 'Airmail'
stamps.

- Miniature sheet with the top 3 airmail

values were also produced.
- The 1.50R stamp was also produced in

gold both perforate and imperforate. It was also
produced in a Delux card miniature sheet.

The imperforate stamp was also produced on a
thick cardboard Delux miniature sheet. Again, no
mention of this gold stamp is provided on the
publicity brochure produce by the Post Office
promoting this stamp issue.

Gold Medallists - This set overprinted with
the winner of that event.

23 Nov: all stamps and minisheet except the gold
stamp. This time the 25Dh Cycling stamp
overprinted with Pier Franco Vianelli (Italy) was
produced in Gold - both perf and imperf. The
imperf is also produced in Prestige mini sheet on
stiff paper not as thick as in the previous issue!

Paintings - International Letter Writing Week

24 Oct - 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh & lR 'Postage'
stamps; 1.50R; 2R; 3R & 5R 'Airmail' stamps.

- Miniature sheet with the top two airmail
values was also produced.

Fig 8 - the 1.50R stamp was also produced in Gold foil both perf
and imnerf formats.

24

EFIMEX International
Letter Writing Week
Overprinted 'EFIMEX'.

9 Nov - All stamps and miniature
sheet overprinted EFIMEX in
Gold (and miniature sheet also
has the emblem as a gold
overprint)

1969
Wild Animals

8 Jan - 15Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh
& lR 'Postage' stamps; 1.50R;
2R; 3R & 5R 'Airmail' stamps.

Volume 28, No. 1&2
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contract signed by the
Government of Fujeira
and Mr Finbar Kenny on
15 June 1964. Clause 15
of this contract stated 'this
agreement shall be in force
for a period of 5 years
automatically renewable
for an additional 5
years ... ' The
Government was very
unhappy with the
performance of Mr Kenny
especially since he was
never available and
payments were not
prompt. But the Minister
of Telecommunications
went ahead and signed
again for another 5 years.
However, the Sheikh of
Fujeira was considering
alternatives and only
issues already approved
were issued in May and

June. These and the events that followed will be
discussed in the next chapter.

~
Fig 9 - An unadopted drawing by artist F Llamosas for the 2R stamp
depicting a scene from Romeo and Juliet

Scenes from Shakespeare's plays

13 Jan - 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR & 2R 'Postage'
stamps; 1.25R; 2.50R; 3R & 5R 'Airmail'
stamps.

Figures 9 and 9a illustrates a hand painted essay
of an unadopted design together with a proof of
the final design.

1972 Summer Olymnics - the 1Q6~ iac~o

overprinted XX OLYMPIAD in a circle of
MUNICH GERMANY 26 AUG-IO SEPT
19'1 in Gold.

8 Mar - all 10 stamps and the miniature sheet
were overprinted. I do not believe that a gold
stamp was produced for this overprint.

Locmotives

31 Mar - 15Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh & lR
'Postage' stamps; 2R; 3R & 5R 'Airmail'
stamps.

It was getting towards the end of the original

o\\lIDe '2~, o. \&1

2
,""fAU

W0lUt5 OF WlLUAM SH.\KEsPEAIU!
«<)MEO AND JUUET (1594.15951

FU::J€IR7I

Fig 9a - Proof of the final design
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FUJEIRA - THE TRUE STORY
Chapter 4: May 1969 to 1971

John Vassallo

(Cont. from Capital Philately Vol. 28 Nos 1-2)

Introduction

The original S year contract with Finbar Kenny was
extended for a further two years from 14 June 1969 to
IS June 1971. Soon after this extension, the Ruler of
Fujeira heard from another agency - Middle East
Stamps Co - and they offered him much better
conditions. So he must have felt that Finbar Kenny
had cheated on him. This made the Ruler quite upset
and determined to change agent even though there
were no 'early termination' clauses in the contract. In
the meantime, the Fujeira Stamps kept on rolling out!

APOLLO 8 Overprints
zo" May 1969 - The original space set of May 1966
was overprinted APOLLO 8. Some values were also
changed. The set was: SOnp; 7Snp; lR; 2R (all still in
the old currency even though they had changed to
Dh!) 2.S0 R (on 2Snp); 3R (on IS np); 4R on (10 np)
and SR (on Snp). The miniature sheet was also
overprinted. All were available in perforated and
imperforate format. Inverted overprints are known

Fig la: The High Value (SR on Snp)
in imperforate format and with
Overprint Inverted on the perforated
version.

12

(Refer Figure 1a). The 2R stamp was also produced in
Gold perforate and imperforate and the imperforate
sheet was also produced in a Prestige miniature sheet
on stiff paper (refer Figure lb)!

Fig. Ib: Gold Deluxe Sheet for 2R value

SAPPORO '72 Overprints
zo" May 1969 - The original Winter Olympics set of
January 1968 was overprinted SAPPORO "72 and
Emblem. The set was: 2SDh; SODh; 7SDh; lR; 1.S0;
2R & 3R in both perforated and imperforate. Inverted
overprints are known. The imperforate miniature
sheet was also overprinted. The Michel catalogue lists
the perforated miniature sheet of this set as also being
overprinted. I do not believe that this miniature sheet
(with or without overprint) was ever produced in
perforated format! Each stamp was also produced in a
deluxe miniature sheet. The overprint is in 2 versions
- black (as the issued stamp) or in Gold.

Fig. 2a: The 2SDh value with inverted
overprint.

Birds
30th May 1969 - A set of 9 diamond-shaped values:
2SDh; SODh; lR; I.S0 & 2R (Postage) & 1.2SR;
2.S0R; 3R & 5R as Airmails. All stamps were issued
both perforated and imperforate. No miniature sheet
was produced.

Volume 28, No.4



Coils can be readily
identified by several
factors. The first is their
perforations (refer Figure
5a). As coils were
guillotined on the press,
they sometimes have
perforations cut short at
either of the long sides.
In the notation of the
Deegam Handbook,
individual stamps from
coils will be TCTC, that
is cut on both vertical
sides and tom at the
horizontal sides.
Furthermore, every fifth
stamp on a coil has a
number printed
underneath (refer Figure
5b); this is the main
reason why philatelic
outlets sold coils in strips
of five. The font on the
backs of stamps could
vary, with some stamps
having a large, thin black
font and others a smaller,
thicker black font, but
this does not appear to
reflect any difference in
printing. When I bought
the six coils released at
the GPO in July 1995,
three had large font on

the back and three had small font. As a result, I
presume that the coils were simply produced on
at least two different machines with different
fonts.

Fig Sa: Coil Strip

The earliest coils appear to have had upright
direction of printing; at least, the 80c, 90c, $1.80
and $2.30 coils, which were only in use during
1992-93, did. All the values introduced
subsequently had inverted printing, except for the
10c, which is an odd coil stamp. Ibought a strip
at the Hong Kong GPO in April 1996 which had
blue gum and slightly translucent paper, with
inverted printing. I bought another strip in
September 1996 which looks identical, but has
upright printing. I also have a strip of the 10c
with white gum (see below) which has upright

Volume 28, No.4
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pnntmg. The Deegam Handbook also lists the
$1.20 coil with upright printing, but I have not
seen this.

The 10c and 50c coils were in use throughout
1992-1997. Other values were released at the
following times:
June 1992
November 1993
July 1995
September 1996

80c, 90c, $1.80, $2.30
$1, $1.20, $1.90, $2.40
$1.20, $1.50, $2.10, $2.60
$1.30, $1.60, $2.50, $3.10

The 10c coil also exists
without phosphor bands
but with white gum. We
know that at the end of
1995 Enschede stopped
adding blue dye to the
gum used on the paper
for its British Machins, Q
and instead began usin~ VI
white gum. ~
Consequently, this coil
stamp could have been
issued in late 1995 or
during 1996, although the
precise timing of its
release is unknown. 9 I
have not observed this
white gum on the SOc
coil, the other non-
phosphor coil to be in
circulation after April
1996.

(to be continued)

Fig 5b: Coil strip
with number
printed on reverse

8 See Deegam Handbook, C5-1 O.
9 The coil is unlikely to have been printed in 1997, as the
Skyline definitives began to replace the Machins from the
end of January 1997, and would have been in preparation at
the printers for some time before this date.
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Dwight D Eisenhower

2nd June 1969: 2SDh; SODh; 1R; 1.S0 & 2R (Postage)
& 1.2SR; 2.S0R; 3R & SR as Airmails. All stamps
were issued both perforated and imperforate with no
miniature sheet. The SR value was also produced in
Gold as a perforated and imperforate stamp.

Champions of Peace

sth June 1969: 2SDh; SODh; 7SDh; 1R; 2R; 3R & SR
(Postage). All stamps were issued both perforated and
imperforate with no miniature sheet. The 2SDh value
(Churchill) was also produced on Gold foil as a
perforated; imperforate and a deluxe imperforate
stamp (refer Figure 4). Note - these gold stamps exist
on First Day Cover dated 24thApril 1969 - two weeks
before the official issue of the regular stamps.

Capital Philately

issued both perforated and imperforate. The four
Airmail stamps were also produced as a miniature
sheet with the stamps labelled Postage. The SR stamp
was also produced on Gold foil as a perforated,
imperforate and imperforate deluxe stamp.

Apollo 10 Overprints

sth June 1969: Stamps and the miniature sheet from
previous set were overprinted APOLLO 10. Note -
the latest English version Michel catalogue also lists
the overprinted 2.S0R stamp on Gold foil in
perforated, imperforate and imperforate deluxe
stamps. I have not seen these! It is interesting to note
that this gold foil was not listed in the earlier German-
language Michel catalogue - so it was added
relatively recently. (Also Note - as Michel catalogue
does not give a date for this issue it is taken from the
First Day Cover.)

Moon Landing Overprints

sth June 1969: Original stamps
and miniature sheet from the
previous set were overprinted
MOON LANDING. The
overprinted 2.S0R stamp was
also produced on Gold foil in
perforated, imperforate and

imperforate deluxe stamps. (Michel gives the issue
date for this set as 22 September, but I have seen a
First Day Cover of this set dated SthJune 1969.)

Fig 3: Progressive colour plate proofs of the 5R denomination
(Eagle).

International Human Rights

The same regular stamps were also issued on S June
overprinted: 'INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
YEAR', also in perforated and imperforate stamps.
No gold stamp is known of these overprinted stamps.

Wild Flowers

sth June 1969: 2SDh; SODh; 1R; 1.S0 & 2R (Postage)
& 1.2SR; 2.S0R; 3R & SR as Airmails. All stamps
were issued both perforated and imperforate. For the
Sth. . . hset m a row, no rmmature s eet was produced!

Apollo Space Flights

5thJune 1969: 10Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 1R & 2R (Postage)
& 2.S0R; 3R; 4R & SR as Airmails. All stamps were

Volume 28, No.4
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INMIMOllAM;' 1;

Sirt~in,~on~burrilill,*'" dfB74·1965~-
Fig 4: FDC of the Deluxe Miniature sheet of the
stamp on Gold foil dated 24th April 1969 - 2
weeks before the set was issued. This also
points to these stamps being produced after
June 1970 when Finbar Kenny lost the contract.
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Apollo 11- 3 different overprints

22nd September 1969: The top row of the sheets of the
original perforated stamps were overprinted: 'FIRST
MEN/ON THE MOON'; the second row: 'APOLLO
IllMOON/FLlGHT and the third row:
'NElL/ARMSTRONGIEDWIN/ALDRIN
JR.IMICHAELICOLLINS'. The order was inverted
on the imperforate stamps! The 3 overprints were
used on the single miniature sheet with an additional
overprint: 'MOON/APOLLO IlIFLlGHT'. (Note:
Michel catalogue incorrectly lists a separate miniature
sheet under each overprint instead of just one with all
overprints.) Three different Gold stamps were
produced. The 50 Dh and Srl stamps with 'FIRST
MEN/ON THE MOON' were made available on gold
foil in perforated, imperforate and deluxe imperforate

:"j.!.l- !.J.:.. - .!...:.. - - - - - - J- -tr :'fi7i.:;'i.1!.1i11.- _i!:i:.!..i-"i.!.."i 11.!.:1!-1 -I!i
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Fig Sa: Different sequence of overprints on
perforated and imperforate stamps.
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stamps; and the lrl value with 'APOLLO 11 /
MOON / FLIGHT' was also produced on Gold foil in
perforated, imperforate and deluxe imperforate
stamps.

There are numerous errors reported of these
overprints. The main ones are inverted overprints and
the Apollo 11 overprints printed on already
overprinted stamps instead of the original 'clean'
issues. The miniature sheet is also known with two
different overprints. (refer Figures 5a-5d)

Fig 5b: The miniature sheet overprinted with the
3 different overprints (as compared to different
miniature sheets overprinted with each of the
overprints. As listed in Michel catalogue)

- -- - - .- - - -- - _. - - _. -_ .... "" """"" - -~.-- .--- -

Fig 5c: Miniature sheet with APOLLO lO
overprint additionally overprints with inverted
APOLLOll
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Fig 5d: 5R stamp
overprinted

incorrectly on the
pre-overprinted
APOLLO 10.

De Gaulle

Michel also lists gold stamps
of the APOLLO

IlIMOONIFLIGHT'
overprint - I have never seen
these.

Michel also lists two gold
deluxe miniature sheets from
the above overprinted
APOLLO 13 and HEROES
OF APOLLO 13. J have
never seen these issues.

Please also refer to Part 3 of
this series of articles on
Fujeira. The 'Oriental Fairy
Tales' set of July 67 was
produced in deluxe miniature
sheets each overprinted
Moon Landing/Apollo 11
and the astronauts names.
These overprints are
available in gold overprint
and also in metallic blue. The
'Official First Day Cover' for
these miniature sheets are
dated 31 December 1969.

Napoleon

6th April 1970: 15Dh; 25Dh;
50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 1.50R &
2R 'Postage' stamps. The
two highest values were also

produced in an 'Airmail' miniature sheet. All were
produced in both perforated and r-----------------====---::====-====--===~
imperforate format. The 50Dh
value was also produced on Gold
foil perforated, imperforate and
imperforate deluxe on thick board.

is" April 1970: 35Dh; 60Dh;
75Dh; 1.25R; 2.50R; 3R & 5R
'Postage' stamps. The 2 highest
values were also produced in an
'Airmail' miniature sheet. All were
produced in both perforate and
imperforate format. (refer Figure 6)

Bible
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&3R 'Air Mail' stamps; plus a miniature sheet
containing the 2.50R; & 3.R stamps. All is available
perforated and imperforate.

EXPO '70

30th April 1970: 15Dh; 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR & 2R
"Postage' and 75Dh; 1.25R; 2.50R & 4R 'Air Mail'
stamps; plus two miniature sheets containing the top
two 'Postage' stamps as 'Air Mail' stamps and the top
two 'Airmail' stamps as 'Postage' stamps. All are
available in perforated and imperforate formats.

NEW CONTRACT
On 3rd May 1970, the Ruler of Fujeira, Mohammad
Bin Hamad Alsharqi, signed a new contract for Postal
administration with Middle East Stamps of Beirut
through Mr Hage from Lebanon. This was not taken
very favourably by the previous administrator Finbar
Kenny. He threatened legal action because there was
no early termination clause in the old contract. In
return, the Government allowed Finbar Kenny to still
produce the next space issue that had already been
agreed upon and already produced. These were issued
on 9 May. The sets were as follows:

APOLLO 12

9th May 1970: 25Dh; 50Dh; 75Dh; lR; 2R; 3R; 4R &
5R 'Postage' stamps; plus the top four values were
also issued in an 'Airmail' miniature sheet. All were
available in perforated and imperforate format. The
3R value was also produced on Gold and on Silver
foils as perforated, imperforate and deluxe
imperforate stamps!

zs" April 1970: 15Dh and lR
"Postage' and 35Dh; 75Dh; 1.25R; 1.50R; 2.50R

Volume 28, No.4 15
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£OO::,6,'IOI.AL ISSUE:

French History - Life of nepotecn

Fi rst Day of Issue: 6 Apri I 1970

On G Aoril 1910.hoe Pest Offices ct suje Lre will place or; stile e beeutl tu! eerrtcel e-ec
ser-ies of sever, POstt31E>ST!llflPS, repr-cduclnq in m.•rHt cc tcr ec pnotoqrevure sever. great
p~intings picturin,:; toe lif" of Nacoteen =oMoartc. iS51J~O cn the occasion of the
200th anntvars erv cf nr s birth.

The denonlne tlons of this postage series ere: 15dh. 25d:o., 5Odh, 75ah, I;;', LSOP, 2;;:.
The 1.500 and 2,q stamps wi 1I a Iso be re Ieased in souven ir sheet tom Gui es a i rmaI I ve lues.

EDUCATIONAL ISSUE:
French History - life of DeBeulte

Capital Philately

Fig 6: These last 2
sets advertised on
the same pamphlet

as Educational
Issue - French

History! Also note
that there is no
mention of the

availability of the
stamps

imperforate or of
the stamp on Gold

foil. Are the
imperforate

versions from
proof issues?

Michel catalogue
indicates that these
2 sets were issued
after the Postal
contract with

Finbar Kenny was
terminated. This
is not correct
because the
contract was

replaced on 3rd

May and approval
was granted to
produce agreed
stamps up to 9th

May. Since these
were issued before

this date, they
must have been

official.

APOLLO 13
produced on Gold and on Silver foils as perforated,
imperforate and deluxe imperforate stamps!

Finbar Kenny was still threatening legal action and
kept on producing stamps after his contract was
terminated on 9 May. He issued a few circulars and
sent them to his previous clients and philatelic
magazines stating that the other 'labels' were
produced illegally by other parties. For these circulars
please refer to the internet site:
http://www.ohmygosh.on.ca/stamps/fujairahlfujannl.htm.
These circulars are given in their entirety. They

9th May 1970: All stamps overprinted with a silver
emblem of Apollo 13 and 'SAFE LANDING'. The
5R value was also produced on gold and on silver
foils as perforated, imperforate and deluxe
imperforate stamps!

APOLLO 14

9th May 1970: Original stamps overprinted in gold
'APOLLO 14IPROJECT'. The 2R value was also

16 Volume 28, No.4
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I..E.Sieger
7073 LORCH/WDRTT.

J:- FUJ~IU. o~
R 86~

Herrn Dr.
Rolf Merk

6360 FRIEDBERG
Bismarckstr. 30

Fig 8: The Gold Apollo 13 stamp used on Cover. Unfortunately, the date is not legible, but the
cancel used is the new Circular one and not the Hexagonal one used during the time of Finbar
Kenny. So somehow these Gold stamps were also available to the new administration!

document how Kenny was fighting back claiming that
he was running the official Post Office in Fujeira.

Kenny produced many other issues after 9 May and
these were illegal. Issues include Apollo 13&14 issue;
English Personalities; American Personalities;
German Personalities;
UN; Education Year;
Scouts; Dickens; Red
Cross; Centenary of
British Red Cross;
IOC; Munich
Olympics; Mexico
World Cup; Brazil
Winners; Expo 70;
Expo 70 on Gold foil.

At the same time, the
Ruler of Fujeira was
sending out circulars
to dealers and the
philatelic press to tell

Volume 28, No.4

everyone of the change in administration
(http://www.ohmygosh.on.calstamps/fujairahl1970.htm ).
He also organised telexes to all major stamp printing
houses explaining the situation and asking them to
stop supplying stamps to Mr Kenny. Some are
reproduced here. (refer Figures 9, 10 & 11)

Ule' r .L.t~ •.• l'""DL "1 u • .Io.le •..•.u.v .••.•••.• -- .•.•---- .-- ••• ---- •• _-- - •.

(;\rab Julf) - .ruler of Fujairah.

_ Signed : '111eSecond Party. Georges A. J;a;;e, for ~.e~ sra, ~..1d<11e'>ast :,tamps
S. A.I~

.~~.-...-. - ..--•..---.•-.~.---.--.---.-...-.-
"_.'_'''_ •••• 0 •• -.---- •• ".

Fig 9: This extract shows the signature of the new contract signed by the
Ruler and Mr Hage.
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The cancellation was changed by the Ruler to a
circular cancel. But Kenny was still using the
Hexagonal cancel on the envelopes he was using and
sending to clients and dealers. And the same applies
to the cancel on eTO stamps - all issues mentioned

above by Kenny have the Hexagonal cancel. Some
examples of the Hexagonal cancels after this date are
displayed in this chapter indicating that they
emanated from Finbar Kenny.
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Fig 10; A list of some of the Telexes that were sent to major stamp printers including Walsall and Fournier.
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